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Abstract
This paper discusses the combined use of MPI and PVM in the parallel visualization tool kit, pV3. The implementation provides for ecient co-processed,
distributed parallel visualization of large-scale 3D time dependent simulations.
The primary goals of pV3 include the ability; to handle large-scale transient
3D simulations, to take full advantage of available hardware encompassing both
parallel compute engines and graphics workstations, to visualize the data as the
computation progresses, to interact and interrogate the data as its computed, and
to steer the simulation by adjusting parameters obtaining immediate feedback
from the changes. Based on a client/server model, the original implementation
of pV3 was founded on PVM. The client portion executes coupled closely with
the application code and `extracts' from the distributed data volume, in place,
lower dimensional data. The distilled data is transferred to the interactive server
portion of pV3 (executing on a graphics workstation) where the rendering and
display are performed. This unique architecture frees up the compute engine(s)
from dealing with the graphics, and reduces the large data-set to a size that can
be rapidly transported to the server using standard network connections.
There are some drawbacks in using PVM on parallel machines which stem
from TCP/IP communications. These include, in some instances, not taking
full advantage of the hardware interconnect on the machine as communication
must occur with the graphics workstation. This can result in smaller messages
and increased latency. In addition, pV3's dynamic attachment required that the
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graphics workstation be accessible from each node on the machine with PVM's
`group' functionality intact, which poses a problem on some parallel systems.
The pV3 `concentrator' module was designed to overcome such problems on distributed memory platforms. All pV3 messages on the parallel machine use the
high-speed interconnect via the MPI protocol. Communications o the parallel
machine to the graphics workstation is handled via PVM. Using the communicator facility of MPI, the concentrator is able to keep the solver messages separated
from the pV3 client messages. An added advantage of the concentrator module
for a large number of processors is that it simpli es the pV3 start up procedure.

1 Design Goals
During the early development of pV3 [1, 2] the following considerations in uenced the design and development of this software system:
{ Large-scale Transient 3D Simulations
Provide a platform for the visualization of unsteady Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) calculations on unstructured as well as structured meshes.
The supporting grids may be on the order of millions of nodes. The volume
of interest may have been partitioned to take advantage of cluster computing
or distributed memory hardware.
{ High Performance
Take advantage of the available hardware to get the best performance out
of the entire compute arena. To do this, portions of the visualization system
must run on the equipment where the data is being generated.
{ Co-processing
An important concept is the ability to visualize the data as the solver or
model progresses in time. The co-processing scheme must be able to t in,
or adapt, to the solver. Usually a great deal of e ort goes towards making
the solver run eciently. The visualization of the results must be subservient
to the solution scheme and easily coupled. An interesting example of an
attempt to do this is the code CUMULVS [3] which uses PVM and AVS as
the visualization system. Unfortunately for large scale problems the entire
eld must be transmitted to the viewer and this can overwhelm any network.
The visualization tool-kit should provide a complete CFD-style viewer.
Dynamic attachment is important. If the solution procedure takes hours
to days, the visualization must be able to `plug-into' the calculation, allow
viewing of the data as it changes, then can `unplug'. The viewing must be
available away from the hardware performing the calculation. The ability to
go to some other oce and initiate the viewer to interact with a college is a
signi cant feature.
{ Interactive
This goal is of utmost importance. Interactivity is a requirement that facilitates interrogation of the data. If batch processing of a `movie' is all that is
done, then all that can be viewed and understood is what has been `storyboarded' a priori.
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The goal of any scienti c visualization package should be to allow the assimilation of the vast amounts of data produced by the models and solvers
in order to better understand the underlying physics. Movies are important
for presentations and communication to others on the design team, therefore
they should be made after the interrogation. Movies should never be the sole
visualization method.
{ Steering
Solution steering is, of course, possible if one can watch the results of an
unsteady simulation as they progress. Though it has always been a vision of
many CFD researchers, today most 3D transient simulations do not allow
solution steering. This is because most systems do not provide co-processing
for the CFD application.

2 PVM Implementation
pV3 has been successfully used in cluster environments using PVM for data
movement and process management. For the rst pV3 releases the visualization
software consisted of two parts, see Figure 1. The client portion executes on the
compute engine(s) closely coupled with the solver. This allows the reduction of
the distributed data-set, in-place, to manageable lower-dimensional `extracts'.
The distilled data is transferred to the interactive server portion of pV3 (executing on a graphics workstation) where the rendering and display are performed.
This unique architecture frees up the compute engine(s) from dealing with the
graphics, and reduces the large data-set to a size that can be rapidly transported
to the server using standard Ethernet or FDDI connections.
Certain rules must be followed in using pV3 with multiple clients where the
simulation is also using PVM for message passing. This is because PVM does
not currently provide a mechanism to segregate messages (i.e., solver messages
and visualization messages). Therefore, these rules insure that messages for the
visualization and those for the compute task(s) do not interfere with each other.
{ Open Send Bu er
It is assumed by pV3 that the default send bu er is free and available for
use. This should not be a restriction because any of pV3 client-side calls
should be executed at times when inter-client solver communication is at a
completed stage.
{ Broadcasts
Broadcasts need to be avoided. The task will end up sending messages to
the pV3 server(s). The server will report then ignore messages without the
proper pV3 signature. In general, any client need not send the pV3 server
any messages (all the data communication necessary is handled internally by
pV3). If a broadcast facility is required, the multiple-cast send can be used,
and messages sent only to known tasks.
{ Receives
Wild-cards for the task id in the receive calls to PVM must be avoided,
otherwise pV3 requests will be trapped.
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Fig. 1: pV3 - computational-visualization co-processing environment. Each pV3Client communicate directly with the pV3-Server (the graphics workstation).
The message collection performed by the pV3 client-side only takes messages
from known pV3 server(s), leaving other message trac alone. The server tasks
are identi ed by using the PVM group routines. The group concept is also used
to allow for the dynamic attachment of the server(s) to the executing solver.
Every time the solution is updated and the pV3 client-side call is made, the
number of members in the group pV3Server is checked. If no servers are found,
this routine returns (essentially providing a NO-OP). When a server starts it
enrolls in a speci ed group. The next time into the client-side, an initialization
message is processed to the new server and that visualization session begins.
Each subsequent time pV3 is called, visualization state messages and `extract'
requests are gathered, the appropriate data calculated, collected and sent to the
server.
When the user is nished with the visualization, the server sends a termination message and exits. The clients receive the message and clean up any memory
allocations used for that visualization session. When all servers have terminated,
the pV3 client-side code reverts to looking for server initialization via enrollment
in the PVM group.

3 Communication patterns
Robustness is an important characteristic of any attached system. pV3's design
keeps all visualization state information within the server. Requests for data are
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sent out (based on the state, what data is current, and the new data required
server-side). Each client acts on only the request and sends back the resultant
data. The servers are designed so that if any of this data is not received, the
process can continue. These requests are generally small and are concatenated
together for each client so that one message can be sent to request most of the
information required. The resultant data from a single request can be voluminous. This is usually only the case for tools where the result is a surface (e.g., an
iso-surface). Where possible, the data sent back to the server is also concatenated
(but pV3 does maintain a internal limit on the size of any single message).
Most scienti c visualization tools are embarrassing parallel. This is due to
the fact that the algorithms can be cast to work on a cell at a time, within the
volume or partition. Therefore, no information is required outside the domain so
the communication is only server-client and client-server. This means that the
extraction portion of the visualization is performed in parallel with eciencies
approximating balance (if the data has been partitioned based on cells). But,
there is a suite of tools that are serial by nature. These are instantanous streamlines and unsteady particle traces. These tools integrate positions through the
volume and may require passing from one partition to another. Therefore, these
operations can potentially stall the visualization (and the solver) waiting for the
information to be passed thoughout the system.
The problem is relieved by prioritizing the messages and dealing with two
classes of requests and resultant data. Low priority requests (those from the
parallel tools) are only dealt with after all high priority requests (from the serial
tools) have been exhausted. All resultant data back to the server is low priority, but requests to continue the serial operation in another partition are high
priority. This high priority data is handled at the server before any normal data
and bounced to the appropriate client(s) as a new high priority request (usually
not concatenated with any other). Direct client to client pV3 communication is
avoided for simplicity and robustness (also the server can track the process of
these serial operations). See Sujudi and Haimes [4] for a more complete description of this procedure.
Dealing with two classes of messages within PVM is done via the message
ID. Some messages IDs have high priority and others are low priority. This is
simpli ed in the coding of pV3 by changing the receive matching function (this
also assists in the avoidance of non-pV3 messages at the client-side).

4 MPI & Concentrator
pV3's dynamic attachment requires that the graphics workstation be accessible o the compute hardware with PVM's `group' functionality intact (this is a
problem for both the CRAY T3D and the Intel Paragon). Also, for most installations of IBM SPs the Ethernet interface may be the only avenue to the graphics
workstation. This may require that the simulation run on the slower Ethernet
network between the nodes instead of the high-speed interconnect (particularly
if the solver also uses PVM for message-passing). Not running over the switch
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Fig. 2: pV3 - computational-visualization co-processing environment. Each pV3Client communicates with the \concentrator node" which communicates with the
pV3-Server (the graphics workstation).
poses signi cant performance penalties in comparison to on-switch bandwidth
and user-mode latencies.
Ethernet, speci cally, and TCP/IP communication in general, is the major
contributor of performance problems that e ect the visualization and therefore
the solver when coupled together. Each Ethernet packet may encounter as much
as 1 millisecond of latency. Early versions of pV3 required at least two packets
per `extract' per client; a request for the data from the server and then the
resultant data back from the client. If the job uses 16 clients and the investigator
is viewing only 10 `extracts' then 0.32 seconds are wasted in latency alone. The
other problem with Ethernet is the lack of bandwidth that is improved with
other \wires" used in TCP/IP supported networks (such as FDDI or HIPPI).
The pV3 \concentrator" module is used in order to solve the latency, bandwidth and PVM `group' problems for most distributed memory platforms. This
concentrator executes on the front-end of the machine (or a node that has an
appropriate o -machine high-speed network interface), see Figure 2. All pV3
messages on the machine use the high-speed interconnect via the MPI protocol.
Communication o the computer is performed by the concentrator using PVM
to the graphics workstation in a point to point manner. O -MPP communication
is further improved by the concatenation of smaller messages at the concentrator
to avoid the accumulated latency encountered by many packets. Some additional
details on applying this approach to an application can be found in [5].
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A minor change to the pV3 client-side API was needed to support the addition of this software component. This change was required because the MPI
speci cation [6] does not de ne how to start a mix of tasks (the solver components and the concentrator). Some MPI executives (or startup scripts) assume
that all the tasks to be started are the same making the mix impossible.
To enable the concentrator to start, a call was added to the pV3 client side
API that allows one task to be speci ed as the concentrator (and does not return
for that task). Also a new MPI communicator is returned from this call for all
other tasks. This communicator does not have the concentrator included and
must be used for the solver's communication (instead of MPI COMM WORLD).
A di erent network module is required at solver link in order to use MPI (instead
of PVM). When the server starts at the graphics workstation, the concentrator
acts like a normal pV3 client, but passes through the requests to the actual
clients and transmits back the requested data. When pV3 reports any client
data (such as from the point-probe) the actual client-ID is displayed (not the ID
from the concentrator) for proper feedback to the investigator.
The concentrator uses two MPI communicators internally. The rst is used
for low priority messages (the normal requests and data back from the clients).
The high priority communicator is used for all pV3 serial operations and communication on change of status for the servers active within the system.
Another advantage to this network mode is the ease of startup. PVM clients
need PVM functioning at initialization. If the PVM daemon is not running, the
startup and enrollment fails. This routine returns an error indication. The application programmer can test for this and try to initialize at some later time.
The concentrator simpli es the startup situation. It does not require PVM functioning at initialization. Under these circumstances, the concentrator waits for
PVM to start then starts checking for the existence of any pV3 server. The MPI
clients never return with the PVM error condition.

5 Future
While care has been taken to minimize network trac on parallel computers
and between the parallel machine and the graphics workstation, the e ort here
has been mostly qualitative rather then quantitative. An important aspect of
any future work is to put in the necessary hooks to pV3 to quantify both the
computational and the network loads. Through the development of appropriate metering and analyzing the performance the identi cation of computational
and network bottle-necks can be accomplished. The performance metrics will
also assist with implementing alternative algorithms that will better scale with
large scale applications running on hundreds of nodes. This will also help in understanding how to best use new architectures such as SMP (symmetric multi
processor) nodes and non-uni ed memory systems like the SGI Origin 2000.
Speci cally, this is necessary in order to quantitatively measure the complex
network trac generated by the distributed visualization and its impact on the
entire compute arena. We need to have these numbers so that we can; a) see
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improvements in algorithms on the parallel machines, b) understand scaling
based on the number of processors, c) measure the impact on network trac, d)
understand the impact of hardware improvements both with respect to processor
speed and number of SMP processors, e) network hardware and protocols, and f)
network software such as MPI2. Speci cally, network issues such as bandwidth
and latency must be addressed so that decisions can be made on how to balance
the overall application with the hardware resources available. When automation
or concealing these ndings is not possible \rules of thumb" will result to assist
individuals dealing with these complex applications.

6 Conclusion
In attempting to meet pV3's design goals a fairly complex software suite was
generated. Depending on the hardware (and network) architecture PVM and
possibly MPI are used for message passing. Due to the limitations of MPI there
is no pure pV3 MPI port. This is due to the fact that MPI does not support
either dynamic attachment or task initialization at some later time (other than
start-up). MPI2 may relieve these restrictions but it is not clear whether it will
deal well with heterogeneous clusters (needed when the graphics workstation is
not the same type of machine as where the solver runs).
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